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Abstract 

 
Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) is a syndrome resulting in severe hypersensitivity reactions caused by 

Herpes simplex virus or Mycoplasma infection, vaccinations, systemic diseases, or certain other agents. 

SJS has an incidence rate of at about 1.6-9.2 cases per million people per year in the United States as 

well as in Europe. This study aims to identify genetic variants associated with SJS across continents 

through a bioinformatics approach. This study identified SJS-associated single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) from the Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) catalog, followed by 

genome annotation with HaploReg and variant validation with Ensembl. Furthermore, expression 

quantitative trait locus (eQTL) analyses from the GTEx Portal identified human genetic variants with 

differential gene expression in the skin and sun-exposed (lower leg) tissue. Future studies should 

validate the effects of these identified variants for the HLA-C gene on SJS disease susceptibility and 

progression. 
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Introduction 

Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis (TEN) are potentially life- 

threatening diseases [1]. In particular, SJS is a syndrome resulting from severe hypersensitivity 

reactions caused by infection with the Herpes simplex or Mycoplasma viruses, vaccinations, systemic 

diseases, certain agents, food, and drugs [2]. SJS occurs in the skin and mucous membranes in the 

orifices and eyes in mild to severe conditions, with abnormalities in the skin in the form of erythema, 

vesicles, or bullae accompanied by purpura [3]. 

SJS/TEN is widespread in the mucocutaneous immune region, causing exfoliation of the skin on the 

mucosal surface [4]. The incidence of SJS, SJS/TEN, and TEN in the US reported 9.2, 1.6, and 1.9 

cases from 2009-2012 [5]. The incidence of SJS cases that occur in Indonesia is around 12 cases per 

year, with different causes [6]. According to Frey et al (2017) [7]. reported that in the UK from 1995- 

2013 there were 5.76 cases of SJS/TEN per million people per year. In Korea, it is reported that the 

incidence rate of SJS/TEN from 2009–2013 was 3.96–5.03 and 0.94–1.45 per million people per year 

[8]. According to Hsu et al (2017) [9] this study reported that the incidence rate in children suffering 

from SJS/TEN is 5.3 and 0.4 cases. The mortality rate of 4.8-9% in SJS, an incidence of 19.4-29% in 

the SJS/TEN case, and an incidence of 14.8-48% in TEN [10]. SJS can appear with non-specific fever 

symptoms that cause malaise, headache, cough, and rhinorrhea. On the skin, patients suffering from 

SJS can have polymorphic lesions and mucous membranes with marked skin blisters and erosion [11]. 

Therefore, primary prevention is the best mitigation for SJS. SJS is categorized as a severe cutaneous 

adverse reaction (SCAR), and several drugs have been implicated in its pathogenesis. Non-steroidal 

anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and other multi-ingredient formulations are widely used to relieve 

the symptoms. There are several studies reporting adverse skin drug reactions that are often SJS with 

severe ocular complications [12]. Prevention is possible if patients who are susceptible to this SCAR 

when prescribed certain drugs are identified. Besides, the genomic variants are known to have an 

important role in SJS progression. However, little information revealed the specific variant as a 

biological risk gene in SJS. A previous study revealed associated variants in SJS progression 

(rs2844665, rs3815087, rs3130931, rs3130501, rs3094188, rs9469003). According to Genin et al. 

(2011) [13], in allopurinol-induced SJS and TEN, rs9469003 can detect an effect similar to that seen 

with an allele frequency risk of 15% and an associated risk of 99%. Even though several studies have 

been exploited previously, a limited number of variants summarized the variants associated with 

expression in tissues-related SJS. This review was carried out for the sole purpose of understanding that 

there is evidence linking circulating immune complex relationships that can precipitate in areas of the 

skin, mucosa and cause tissue damage due to complement activation and inflammatory reactions that 

occur, and how the expression of the HLA-C variant gene alleles can influence expression in the various 

tissues. Here, we use various databases to assess tissue HLA-C expression profiles and population allele 

frequencies of genetic variants. The results will allow future studies to assess whether this agent may 

be associated with various infectious risks for toxic epidermal necrolysis and susceptibility to SJS 

progression. 
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Methods 

 

Fig 1. Bioinformatics workflow for the identification of genetic variants associated with Stevens-Johnson 

syndrome (SJS). 

 

 

In this research method, we adopted the methodology of Irham et al (2020) [14] in the identification 

of Genetic variants that influence SARS-CoV-2 receptor TMPRSS2 expression among population 

cohorts from multiple continents. In this study design, detailed information can be seen in (Fig 1). SJS 

associated with SNPs was obtained from the GWAS Catalog database of the National Human Genome 

Research Institute (NHGRI) http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas (accessed 19/12/2022), and further analysis 

was performed using HaploReg (version 4.1). The p-value of 10-8 is used to account for several tests in 

the GWAS catalog. These values are widely used to identify the relationship between common genetic 

variants and traits with adjacent gene expression [15]. Furthermore, an evaluation was carried out 

between the relationships of various genetic variants and gene expression profiles using expression 

quantitative trait loci (eQTL) using the GTEx Portal database http://www.gtexportal.org/home/ 

(accessed 19/12/2022), which was complicated by gene expression from various tissues. A genetic 

variant of HLA-C is present in human skin and sun-exposed (lower leg) tissue obtained from the GTEx 

Portal database. Then confirm the variant using the Ensembl Genome Browser 

https://www.ensembl.org/index.html (accessed 19/12/2022). This study uses allele frequencies from 

populations in Europe, Africa, America, East Asia, and Southeast Asia. Then, to find out the function 

of the various gene variants, an evaluation was carried out using the SNP Nexus database 

https://www.snp-nexus.org (accessed 19/12/2022). 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas
http://www.gtexportal.org/home/
https://www.ensembl.org/index.html
https://www.snp-nexus.org/
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Results and Discussion 

Identification of genomic variants for Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) 

We first identified SNPs associated with SJS from the GWAS database, resulting in 74 SNPs associated with 

SJS. In (Table 1), we identified 41 SNPs associated with SJS by performing SNPs duplication. Finally, based on 

the number of SNPs obtained, requirements were made using HaploReg version 4.1, with p < 10-8. Based on the 

findings presented in (Table 2), we found a risk of two genes of SJS. In this study, we have performed an analysis 

of tissue expression affecting to SJS with a missense variant HLA-C. SJS is an acute mucocutaneous reaction 

characterized by extensive epidermal necrosis with involvement of at least two mucous membranes caused by 

drugs [16]. 

Table 1. SNPs from the GWAS catalog with significance of p-value < 10-8 
 

Variant and risk allele p-value 
rs6457109 3 x 10-16 

rs7760545 4 x 10-16 
rs35835721 8 x 10-15 

rs137899365 3 x 10-14 

rs60581484 2 x 10-13 
rs1131151 4 x 10-12 
rs2074494 5 x 10-12 
rs4917014 8 x 10-11 

rs1562468327 6 x 10-10 
rs199755581 7 x 10-10 
rs11509487 1 x 10-9 
rs9469003 2 x 10-9 
rs4471527 2 x 10-9 
rs28381346 5 x 10-9 
rs6500265 6 x 10-9 

rs199755581 6 x 10-9 
rs114908185 7 x 10-9 
rs1297852527 9 x 10-9 
rs1371146120 1 x 10-8 
rs77491650 1 x 10-8 
rs4471527 1 x 10-8 
rs77542827 1 x 10-8 
rs3130501 2 x 10-8 

rs536142737 2 x 10-8 
rs16957893 2 x 10-8 
rs2734583 2 x 10-8 

rs150289893 2 x 10-8 
rs1286845082 2 x 10-8 

rs548089948 2 x 10-8 
rs3094188 3 x 10-8 
rs55765602 3 x 10-8 
rs77542827 3 x 10-8 

rs778096762 3 x 10-8 
rs1597607761 3 x 10-8 
rs1391213386 3 x 10-8 
rs374138762 4 x 10-8 
rs879656274 4 x 10-8 
rs1211926109 4 x 10-8 

rs116953913 5 x 10-8 

rs1263106470 6 x 10-8 

rs5010528 8 x 10-8 

 

Table 2. Variant Stevens-Johnson syndrome risk allele that codes for prioritized SNPs 

Variant and risk allele Variants near risk all 

ele (r2 > 0.8) 
p-value Gencode Allele type 

 

rs2074494 rs1050276 5 x 10-12 HLA-C missense 

rs5010528 rs1050409  8 x 10-8 HLA-C missense 
 

 

 

HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues 

To  evaluate  HLA-C  gene  expression  in  human  tissues,  we used  the  GTEx  portal  database 
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(http://www.gtexportal.org/), which contains gene expression levels in various tissues. eQTL annotation 

comprises the most obvious functional consequences of genetic variation. Whole blood, spleen, lung, and 

lymphocyte cells demonstrate highest HLA-C gene expression across the 16 human tissues analyzed from GTEx 

(Fig 2). Furthermore, we have found that the ID SNPs rs2074494 and rs5010528 have similar gene expression 

variation in the Sun-Exposed Skin (Lower Leg). 
 

Fig 2. HLA-C gene expression associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) in several human tissues from 

the GTEx Portal. 

 

 

HLA-C gene expression in the sun-exposed skin 

HLA class I genes, including HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C, have been reported as the loci most 

strongly associated with susceptibility to all types of SJS and TEN, including cold medicine related 

(CM-SJS) and TEN with severe ocular complications (SOC). Although non-synonymous substitutions 

affecting peptide binding or HLA molecular conformation have been considered major factors in the 

pathogenesis of immunological diseases, Indeed, different HLA-C expression levels have been reported 

for the different alleles, with higher HLA-C expression leading to increased Tc (Trypanosoma cruzi) 

responses and negative effects in Crohn's disease [17]. 

When individuals with a genetic background containing SJS/TEN with SOC susceptibility factors 

are infected by some viral or microbial infection, they develop abnormal immune responses [18]. It is 

reasonable to presume that there is an interaction of HLA multiplication and susceptibility genes such 

as HLA-A and TLR3 [19], HLA-A and REC14-32, and HLA-A and PTGER3 [20] and it is possible that 

some of the susceptibility genes for SJS/TEN CM associated with SOC are involved in the formation 

of functional networks. An imbalance in this gene can trigger the mucocutaneous inflammation seen in 

patients with SJS/TEN associated with CM with SOC. SJS/TEN with SOC in the acute stage shows not 

only inflammation of the skin and ocular surface but also oral mucosal erosions and paronychia. Our 

histological study in Ikzf1Tg mice also showed not only dermatitis but also inflammation of the tongue, 

blepharo conjunctivitis and paronychia tissue, similar to patients with SJS/TEN and SOC in the acute 

stage [12]. 

In the case of Thailand, we investigated the type of HLA in Thai patients with SJS/TEN associated 

with acetaminophen and SOC. We found a significant association with HLA-A*33:03 (20 patients, 60 

controls; OR = 5.4, p = 0.0030), HLA-B*44:03 (20 patients, 60 controls; OR = 9 .0, p = 0.0004), HLA- 

C*07:01 (20 patients, 60 controls; OR = 9.3, p = 0.0002), and HLA-B*44:03–HLA-C haplotypes *07:01 

(20 patients, 60 controls; OR = 9.0, p < 0.001) [21]. This suggests that this type of HLA plays a role in 

the pathogenesis of SOC in acetaminophen-associated SJS/TEN. 

http://www.gtexportal.org/)
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Relationship between HLA-C gene and expression QTLs (eQTLs) from the GTEx database 

SJS was evaluated for genetic variation in human tissue using eQTLs via the GTEx Portal database. 

This aims to determine the gene expression level in various tissues for analysis performed on eQTL. It 

is necessary to have genetic markers that can be genotyped for all individuals in the population under 

investigation. With that, eQTL analysis can be pursued to identify position of the variant locus that 

controls the expression of the target gene [22]. 

We identified genomic variations from HLA-C gene expression using the GWAS catalog database 

and found 74 SNPs. From these analyses, as many as the top 10 SNPs with the highest p-values were 

further processed with the variant annotation tool SNPnexus to determine the annotation of prioritized 

SNP variations. After these analyses, two statistically significant SNPs were obtained and prioritized. 

In this case, we prioritized 2 SNPs at risk for SJS based on an analysis of the number of SNPs expanded 

using HaploReg ver. 4.1 and a p-value of < 10-8 to determine the functional annotation of the SNPs. 

The results of genetic variation are shown in (Table 3). 

 
Table 3. HLA-C expression-Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) analysis from the GTEx Portal database 

 

ID SNP 
Gencode ID 

(ENSG00000-) 

Gene 

Symbol 
p-value 

Effect 

Size 
Tissue Expression Level 

rs2074494 204525.16 HLA-C 7.2e-9 -0.48 Artery-Tibial CC>CT>TT 
 204525.16 HLA-C 0.000013 -0.50 Muscle-Skeletal CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.000015 -0.78 Brain-Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia) CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.000017 -0.51 Heart-Left Ventricle CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.000046 -0.58 Testis CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.00036 -0.39 Skin-Sun Exposed (Lower leg) CC>CT>TT 

rs5010528 204525.16 HLA-C 5.4e-26 0.56 Adipose-Subcutaneous AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.0e-21 0.41 Whole Blood AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.4e-14 0.51 Adipose-Visceral AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 4.1e-14 0.49 Lung AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.1e-10 0.68 Spleen AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 2.1e-9 0.51 Heart-Atrial Appendage AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.7e-8 0.28 Colon-Transverse AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 9.9e-8 0.38 Skin-Not Sun Exposed (Suprapublic) AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.1e-7 0.72 Cells-EBV-transformed lymphocytes AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.0e-7 -0.25 Nerve-Tibial AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.7e-7 0.31 Nerve-Tibial AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.0000016 0.34 Breast-Mammary Tissue AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 0.0000018 0.32 Skin-Sun Exposed (Lower leg) AA>AG>GG 

Source: Expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) obtained from the GTEx Portal. 

In (Table 3) shows the two identified variants (rs2074494 and rs5010528) for HLA-C gene in 

differential tissue expression in the human skin. Use the GTEx portal 

(http://www.gtexportal.org/home/). Also as shown in (Table 3) and (Fig 3), the genotype of rs2074494 

is associated with a higher expression of rs5010528 for the genotype in HLA-C skin tissue. 

 

Allele frequencies of SJS candidate variants across continents 

Once we identified both candidate HLA-C expression-associated variants, we determined the allele 

frequencies in the different populations, as shown in (Table 4). The allele frequencies for both variants 

were evaluated in different African, American, East Asian, European, and Southeast Asian populations. 

Samples from each region consisted of 331 individuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 

individuals (East Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). We extracted the allele frequencies in 

Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and Southeast Asia from the Ensemble Genome Browser 

(http://www.ensembl.org). Allele frequencies across populations differ for each HLA-C variant. In 

(Table 4) and (Fig 4) show gene expression levels at higher frequencies of the rs5010528 associated 
(G) allele and rs2074494 associated (T) allele. At population frequencies of the rs5010528 (G) allele, 

http://www.gtexportal.org/home/)
http://www.ensembl.org/
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the Asian population (East Asia and Southeast Asia) is expressed at a much lower level than that from 

the populations of Africa, America, and Europe. 

 
Table 4. Analysis of allele frequencies for the HLA-C gene from SNPnexus variant annotation. [AFR: Africa, 

AMR: America, EAS: East Asia, EUR: Europe; SAS: Southeast Asia; Ref: Reference; Alt: Alternate.] 
 

SNP 
Position (hg38 Gene Location 

Alel Frekuensi Alel (N) 

) Ref Eff* AFR AMR EAS EUR SAS 

rs2074494 Chr6:31271956 HLA-C Missense C T T: 0.008 (10) T: 0.099 (69) T: 0.189 (191) T: 0.037 (37) T: 0.040 (39) 

rs5010528 Chr6:31273255 HLA-C Missense A G G: 0.243 (321) G: 0.187 (130) G: 0.056 (56) G: 0.138 (139) G: 0.099 (97) 

 

 

Fig 3. HLA-C gene expression for each genotype of the SNPs: (A) rs2074494 and (B) rs5010528. 

 

 

The population frequency of the “rs2074494” T allele in the African population is expressed at a 

much lower level than that of the populations of America, Europe, and Southeast Asia. Taken together, 

the allele frequencies of the variants “rs2074494” and “rs5010528” indicated contribution of differential 

variant prevalence for HLA-C gene expression. 
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Fig 4. Summary of allele frequency analysis on HLA-C gene expression in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe 

and Southeast Asia. 

 

Irham et al (2023) [23] demonstrated differential tissue expression for the HLA-S gene for the 

chickenpox disease, and this gene has also been implicated as a risk factor for herpes zoster disease. In 

this study, we investigated the skin tissue expression of the HLA-C gene, which has been linked to SJS 

and can lead to SCAR infection. Importantly, the variants associated with HLA-C expression have not 

been reported for SJS. Considering the global impact of SJS, examining the distribution of HLA-C 

variants may be an important quest that allows further understanding of the global disease susceptibility. 

We used publicly available databases, such as the GTEx portal, SNPnexus, and Ensembl, and 

identified genetic variants associated with HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the main site of SCAR 

infection in SJS disease. The G and A allele frequencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 were also seen 

to have a lower prevalence in Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 14%), Europe 

(rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 16%), and East Asia (rs2074494, 19%, and rs5010528, 6%), compared 

with American (rs2074494, 10%, and rs5010528, 24%) and African (rs5010528) populations. In 

conclusion, leveraging a bioinformatic-based approach reveals significant variant-associated SJS before 

clinical validation. However, the limitation of our bioinformatic-based approach is primarily false 

positive association, which is mitigated by analysis of significant variants that pass stringent statistical 

thresholds. Nonetheless, clinical validation is recommended as a next step to confirm our findings and 

to further understand the underlying etiology of the SJS disease. 

 

Conclusion 

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive bioinformatic analysis of Stevens-Johnson Syndrome 

(SJS) from genomic databases, revealing differenetial tissue expression of the HLA-C gene across 16 

human tissues. We high expression occurs in whole blood, spleen, lung, and lymphocyte cells. In the 

results of SNPnexus, interestingly, we highlighted that two variants (rs2074494 and rs5010528) 

encoded the HLA-C gene were identified in skin tissue expression. Furthermore, allele frequencies for 

both variants were highlighted across the Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and Southeast Asia 

populations. 
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Recommendation Reviewer 1: 

 
We sincerely thank the reviewer for taking the time to review our work, and have addressed the 

critical comments point-by-point. 

 

Q1: The result in abstract section is unclear. Please add more detail about the findings. 

A1: We appreciate the reviewer's comments. We now revised the results in the abstract, as 

well as included research findings [Page 1, lines 22-28]., in order to provide more details, 

and substantiate the results in abstract section. 

 

Q2: The figure is lack of information. To be more informative and enhanced the readability, i 

suggest to add more detail related to what and the study addressed. 

A2: We revised the Figure in the Methods section and modified Figure 1 as shown below. 

[Page 2, lines 68-69]. 
 

Figure 1. Bioinformatics workflow for the identification of genetic variants associated with Stevens-Johnson 

syndrome (SJS). 



Q3: In methods. Please mentioned how the obtaining data addressed instead of using 

several test. It is necessary to mention the detail of the process. 
A3: Thank you for the suggestion, and we revised the Methods section accordingly [Page 3, 

lines 76-80]. The sentences are revised as below: 

“In this study design, detailed information can be seen in Figure 1. We used the keyword 

"Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS)" to derive SJS associated from the GWAS National Human 

Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) Catalog database http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas (accessed 

19/12 /2022). SJS associated with 74 SNPs were obtained and further analysis was carried out 

using HaploReg (version 4.1) and found a total of 41 SNPs with a significance value of p-value 

< 10-8.” 

 

Q4: In methods. If possible, add the detail participant such numbers, percentage and etc. 

A4: Thank you for the suggestion. We revised the manuscript according to your suggestions. 

We revised the method description to provide detailed explanation [Page 3, lines 88-91] as 

below: 

“This study used allele frequencies from populations in Europe, Africa, America, and Asia. The 

allele frequencies for both variants were evaluated in different African, American, East Asian, 

European, and Southeast Asian populations. Samples from each region consisted of 331 

individuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals (East Asia), and 136 individuals 

(Southeast Asia).” 

 

Q5: In results and discussion about identification of genomic variants for Stevens-Johnson 

syndrome (SJS), How you performed this issue? 

A5: Thank you for the comments. We added the rationale for this study to identifying 

genomic variants for Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) [Page 3, lines 102-103]. The 

sentences are revised as below: 

“In this study, we investigated two variants with missense mutation (rs2074494, rs5010528) 

encoded the HLA-C genes as the biological risk SNPs for SJS.” 

Q6: In results and discussion about HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues, Please add 

the citation and why it is important. 

A6: We appreciate the reviewer's comments. We now added citations regarding the section 

about HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues [Page 4, lines 123-127] as below: 

“Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) is acute and can cause death occurs, therefore this disease is 

an emergency disease on the skin [16]. One Sun-Exposed Skin that is often exposed is exposure 

to ultraviolet radiation (UVR). In general, exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) has been 

reported as a risk factor for Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis 

(TEN) [17].” 

Q7: In results and discussion about HLA-C gene expression in the sun-exposed skin. In 

paragraph 2, I think this sentence is not proper. Did the study addresses by your lab ? 

A7: Thank you for the reviewer's suggestion. We deleted the sentence because it does not 

have a relationship that is in accordance with the discussion section that has been written. 

[Page 5, lines 145-149]. Several susceptibility genes for SJS/TEN CM associated with SOC 

may be involved in the formation of functional networks. An imbalance in this gene can 

trigger the mucocutaneous inflammation seen in patients with SJS/TEN associated with CM 

with SOC. SJS/TEN with SOC in the acute stage shows inflammation of the skin and ocular 

surface and oral mucosal erosions and paronychia [12]. 

 

Q8: To make the findings of this study more meaningful, it would be useful to compare the results 

of this study with other studies on HLA-C and its role in autoimmune diseases, as well as with 

studies on genetic factors that contribute to SJS. This may help provide a broader context for the 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas


potential role of HLA-C gene variants in SJS susceptibility and development, and further 

elucidate the genetic mechanisms involved in this disease. 

A8: Thank you for the suggestion. We now added 3 citations from references related to the 

results and discussion. 

Citation 1: [Page 5, lines 139-141]. The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“It was also reported that genetic variation in HLA-A and other autosomal genes have 

been identified as a risk factor for SJS/TEN associated with flu drugs with severe ocular 

complications such as CM-SJS or TEN with SOC [18].” 

Citation 2: [Page 7, lines 214-219]. The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“Notably, the variants associated with HLA-C expression have not been 

reported for SJS. Basic research on the genetics of SJS and TEN to date has 

focused on human leukocyte antigen (HLA), the system associated with the 

presence of specific receptors, cytotoxic proteins, and the part of immunocytes 

during disease pathogenesis [23]. Considering the global impact of SJS, examining 

the distribution of HLA-C variants may be an essential quest that allows further 

understanding of global disease susceptibility.” 

Citation 3: [Page 8, lines 227-230]. The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“We identified genetic variants associated with HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the 

leading site of SCAR infection in SJS disease. It has previously been reported that 

specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genotypes have been associated with the 

occurrence of severe skin disease due to drug-induced side effects (SCARs), which 

cases are included in SJS/TEN [26].” 

Q9: On the third line in the conclusion, incomplete sentence. Please modified it. 

A9: We are grateful for the reviewer's comments. We revised the sentence in the conclusion 

section [Page 8, lines 245]. The detailed citation has been added as below: 

“The high expression occurs in whole blood, spleen, lung, and lymphocyte cells.” 



Recommendation Reviewer 2: 

In this manuscript (GI23010), a bioinformatics approach was used to identify genetic variants 

associated with Stevens-Johnson Syndrome (SJS) across multiple continents. Overall, this 

work is well organized. I suggest major revisions before the paper can be considered for 

publication in the Genomics and Informatics journal. 

Answer: We sincerely thank the reviewer for taking the time to review our work. 

 

Q1: The English quality and grammar throughout the manuscript need to be revisited and 

majorly improved. For instance: 

- No need to write brackets when mentioning Figures or Tables in the text (except where 
necessary) such as “Also as shown in (Table 3) and (Fig 3)…” ➔ “As shown in Table 3 
and Fig 3…” 

- “According to Frey et al (2017) [7] reported that in the UK from 1995-2013 there 

were 5.76 cases of SJS/TEN per million people” (need to be restructured). 

- “According to Hsu et al (2017) [9] this study reported that the incidence rate in children 
suffering from SJS/TEN is 5.3 and 0.4 cases per year” (need to be restructured). 

- with p < 10-8 ➔ with p value < 10-8 (with superscript). 
A1: We sincerely thank the reviewer for taking the time to review our work. We revised 

the main text according to the suggestions from the reviewers: 

o For parts of Tables and Figures, we removed the brackets as suggested. 
o For the citation, we removed the word “according”, page 1, in the last line. 
o For p-value (numeric value), which has not been properly marked with 

superscript, we now corrected and revised to p < 10-8
 

 

 

Q2: In the Introduction section, authors stated “This review was carried out for the sole 

purpose of understanding that there is evidence linking circulating immune complex 

relationships…”. Since the manuscript is an original manuscript, it is not appropriate to 

mention “this review”. 

A2: We are grateful for the reviewer's comments. We revised part of the 

sentence based on reviewer's input [Page 2, lines 61-64]. The detailed 

sentence has been added as below: This study aims to invesitgate the variants 

associated SJS through bioinformatic based approach and further prioritize the 

biological risk variants. Besides, the pattern of gene expression profiles and 

population allele frequencies of genetic variants were assessed using various 

databases. 

 

Q3: “Our histological study in Ikzf1Tg mice also showed not only dermatitis but also…” 

(Results and Discussion). Does it refer to author’s present or previous work? Or other 

researchers’ work? 

A3: Thank you for the feedback from reviewers that have been given to us. We have 

removed the sentence as suggested by reviewer. 

Q4: In Table 3, the format of p-value number is not consistent. The numbering format 

should be consistent throughout tables and text. 

A4: Thank you for the reviewer's suggestion. We now revised all table numbering 

formats, p-value numbers, tables, and text to be consistent [Page 6, lines 165- 

166]. 



 

Q5: The figure position should be close to where it is first referred to in the text such as 

Fig. 3. 

A5: We are grateful for the reviewer's comments. We revised the figure as suggested 

by the reviewer [Page 6, Figure 3, line 171]. 

 

Q6: A higher resolution (at least 300 DPI) is recommended for all figures to increase their 

clarity. 

A6: Thank you for the suggestion to improve figure clarity. We now revised all figures 

to a higher resolution greater than 300 DPI. 

Q7: In Fig. 4, the labelling of South Asia and East Asia regions seems incorrect. 

A7: Thank you for the reviewer's suggestion with regards to labelling of Figure 4. 

We revised the figure by swapping the position of the correct labels for the South 

Asia and East Asiaregions. [Page 7, Figure 4, line 209]. The revised version is 

depicted by the following figure below: 
 



Q8: Authors mentioned that the limitation of the developed bioinformatic-based approach 

is primarily on false positive association, which is mitigated by analysis of significant 

variants that pass stringent statistical thresholds. Did the authors consider the possibility 

of false negative? 

A8: We appreciate this comment and revised the limitation as below [Page 8, lines 238 

241]: 

“However, we acknowledged that the limitation of our bioinformatic-based 

course is no all the variants has encoded the genes, with lack of pharmacological activity. 

Nonetheless, clinical validation is recommended as a next step to confirm our findings 

and further understand the underlying etiology and functional effect of the SJS disease” 

Q9: How do authors associate the finding with other previous studies in SJS genome 

analysis such as https://www.nature.com/articles/s41525-021-00171-2, 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.2147/PGPM.S289869, and 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-52619-2 ? 

A9: To address this important point, we have added these references as citations: 

Citation 1: [Page 5, lines 139-141] The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“It was also reported that genetic variation in HLA-A and other autosomal genes has 

been identified as a risk factor for SJS/TEN associated with flu drugs with severe ocular 

complications such as CM-SJS or TEN with SOC [18].” 

Citation 2: [Page 7, lines 214-219] The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“Notably, the variants associated with HLA-C expression have not been 

reported for SJS. Basic research on the genetics of SJS and TEN to date has 

focused on human leukocyte antigen (HLA), the system associated with the 

presence of specific receptors, cytotoxic proteins, and the part of immunocytes 

during disease pathogenesis [23]. Considering the global impact of SJS, examining 

the distribution of HLA-C variants may be an essential quest that allows further 

understanding of global disease susceptibility.” 

Citation 3: [Page 8, lines 227-230]. The detailed sentence has now been added as 

below: 

“We identified genetic variants associated with HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the 

leading site of SCAR infection in SJS disease. It has previously been reported that 

specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genotypes have been associated with the 

occurrence of severe skin disease due to drug-induced side effects (SCARs), which 

cases are included in SJS/TEN [26].” 

 

Q10: What is the correlation between the main findings (i.e., the two variants rs2074494 

and rs5010528 which encode the HLA-C gene in skin tissue) and the diagnosis and 

management of SJS? 

A10: Thank you for this critical remark. The findings’ relevance to the skin tissue is 

now described in the section on HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues 

[Page 4, lines 122-127] as below: 

“Furthermore, we have found that the ID SNPs rs2074494 and rs5010528 have similar gene 

expression variation in the Sun-Exposed Skin (Lower Leg). Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) 

is acute and can cause death occurs, therefore this disease is an emergency disease on the 

skin [16]. One Sun-Exposed Skin that is often exposed is exposure to ultraviolet radiation 

(UVR). In general, exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) has been reported as a risk factor 

for Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) [17].” 

 

Q11: All references should be in a consistent style and format. 

A11: We appreciate this comment, and have revised all the formats contained in the 

reference section [Pages 9-10, lines 269-336] to maintain style and format consistency. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41525-021-00171-2
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.2147/PGPM.S289869
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-52619-2
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14 Abstract 

15 Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) produces a severe hypersensitivity reaction caused by Herpes simplex 
16 virus or mycoplasma infection, vaccination, systemic disease, or other agents. Several studies have 

17 investigated the genetic susceptibility involved in SJS. To provide further genetic insights into the 

18 pathogenesis of SJS, this study prioritized high-impact, SJS-associated pathogenic variants through 

19 integrating bioinformatic and population genetic data. First, we identified SJS-associated single 

20 nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) catalog, 

21 followed by genome annotation with HaploReg and variant validation with Ensembl. Subsequently, 

22 quantitative trait locus expression analysis (eQTL) from GTEx identified human genetic variants with 

23 differential gene expression across human tissues. Our results indicate that two variants, namely 

24 rs2074494 and rs5010528, which are encoded by the HLA-C gene, were found to be differentially 

25 expressed in skin. The allele frequencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 also appear to significantly differ 

26 across continents. We highlight the utility of these population-specific HLA-C genetic variants for 

27 genetic association studies, and aid in early prognosis and disease treatment of SJS. 

28 Keywords: Bioinformatics, Genetic Variation, Genomic, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, Pathogenic 

29 variants 

30 

31 Introduction 

32 Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis (TEN) are potentially life- 

33 threatening diseases [1]. In particular, SJS is a syndrome resulting from severe hypersensitivity 

34 reactions caused by infection with the Herpes simplex or Mycoplasma viruses, vaccinations, systemic 

35 diseases, certain agents, food, and drugs [2]. SJS occurs in the skin and mucous membranes in the 

36 orifices and eyes in mild to severe conditions, with abnormalities in the skin in the form of an erythema, 

37 vesicles, or bullae accompanied by purpura [3]. 

38 SJS/TEN is widespread in the mucocutaneous immune region, causing exfoliation of the skin on the 

39 mucosal surface [4]. The incidence of SJS, SJS/TEN, and TEN in the United States (US) reported 9.2, 

40 1.6, and 1.9 cases from 2009-2012 [5]. The incidence of SJS cases that occur in Indonesia is around 12 

41 cases per year, with different causes [6]. The incidence in the United Kingdom (UK) from 1995-2013 

42 there were 5.76 cases of SJS/TEN per million people per year [7]. In Korea, it is reported that the 

43 incidence rate of SJS/TEN from 2009–2013 was 3.96–5.03 and 0.94–1.45 per million people per year 

44 [8]. Events caused by SJS, SJS-TEN, and TEN have an average of 5.3, 0.8, and 0.4 cases per million 

mailto:lalu.irham@pharm.uad.ac.id


45 children each year [9]. The mortality rate of 4.8-9% in SJS, 19.4-29% in the SJS/TEN case, and 14.8- 

46 48% in TEN [10]. SJS can appear with non-specific fever symptoms that cause malaise, headache, 

47 cough, and rhinorrhea. On the skin, patients suffering from SJS can have polymorphic lesions and 

48 mucous membranes with marked skin blisters and erosion [11]. 

49 Therefore, primary prevention is the best mitigation for SJS. SJS is categorized as a severe cutaneous 
50 adverse reaction (SCAR), and several drugs have been implicated in disease pathogenesis. Non- 

51 steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and other multi-ingredient formulations are widely used 

52 to relieve the symptoms. Several studies are reporting adverse skin drug reactions that are often SJS- 

53 associated with severe ocular complications [12]. Prevention is possible if patients who are susceptible 

54 to this SCAR when prescribed certain drugs are identified. Besides, the genomic variants are known to 

55 have an important role in SJS progression. However, little information revealed the specific variant as 

56 a biological risk gene in SJS. A previous study revealed associated variants in SJS progression 

57 (rs2844665, rs3815087, rs3130931, rs3130501, rs3094188, rs9469003). In allopurinol-induced SJS and 

58 TEN, rs9469003 can detect an effect similar to that seen with an allele frequency risk of 15% and an 

59 associated risk of 99% [13]. Even though several studies have been exploited previously, a limited 

60 number of variants summarized the variants associated with expression in tissue-related SJS. This study 

61 aims to investigate the variants associated with SJS through a bioinformatic-based approach and further 

62 prioritize the biological risk variants. Besides, the pattern of gene expression profiles and population 
63 allele frequencies of genetic variants were assessed using various databases. Here, The results will 

64 enable future studies to assess whether these variants may be associated with various infectious risks 

65 for Stevens-Johnson syndrome/toxic epidermal necrolysis, as well as SJS progression and disease 

66 susceptibility. 

67 

 

68 Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
69 
70 Fig 1. Bioinformatics workflow for the identification of genetic variants associated with Stevens-Johnson 

71 syndrome (SJS). 

72 Genomic information not only can be leveraged to identify the variant-associated disease, but it can 

73 also be translated into actionable knowledge for the disease. SJS is one of the severe skin reaction due 



74 to genomic risk factors. In this study, we used a bioinformatic-based approach to prioritize the 

75 pathogenic variants that potentially trigger the SJS. Detailed information regarding the study design has 

76 been depicted in Figure 1. We used the keyword "Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS)" to derive SJS 

77 associated from the GWAS National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) Catalog database 

78 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas (accessed 19/12 /2022). SJS associated with 74 SNPs were obtained and 

79 further analysis was carried out using HaploReg (version 4.1). Further analysis yielded a total of 41 

80 SNPs with a significance value of p-value < 10-8. This value is used to account for several tests in the 

81 GWAS catalog. These values are widely used to identify associations between variants and shared 

82 genetic traits with adjacent gene expression [14]. Furthermore, an evaluation was carried out between 

83 the relationships of various genetic variants and gene expression profiles using quantitative expression 

84 trait loci (eQTL) using the GTEx Portal database http://www.gtexportal.org/home/ (accessed 

85 19/12/2022), which was found by gene expression from various networks. The HLA-C genetic variant 

86 is present in human skin and tissue (lower extremities) exposed to sunlight obtained from the GTEx 

87 Portal database. Then confirm the variant using the Ensembl Genome Browser 

88 https://www.ensembl.org/index.html (accessed December 19, 2022). Furthermore, the allele 

89 frequencies of variants associated SJS were evaluated in different populations including African, 

90 American, East Asian, European, and Southeast Asian populations. Samples from each region consisted 

91 of 331 individuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals (East Asia), and 136 individuals 

92 (Southeast Asia). Then, to find out the function of the various gene variants, an evaluation was carried 

93 out using the SNP Nexus database https://www.snp-nexus.org (accessed December 19, 2022). 

94 

 

95 Results and Discussion 

96 Identification of genomic variants for Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) 

97 We first identified SNPs associated with SJS from the GWAS database, resulting in 74 SNPs 

98 associated with SJS. We identified 41 unique SNPs associated with SJS after remove all SNPs 

99 duplication (Table 1). Based on the number of SNPs obtained, candidate SNPs were further constrained 

100 and prioritized using HaploReg version 4.1, with a p-value of < 10-8. Based on the findings presented 

101 in Table 2, we focused on two genomic variants from the same gene that qualify as the biological risk 

102 SNPs for SJS from this study. 

103 Through our integrative bioinformatics approach, two variants with a missense mutation (rs2074494, 

104 rs5010528) that encoded the HLA-C genes were prioritized as the biological risk SNPs for SJS. SJS is 

105 characterized by necrosis and shedding of the epidermis, known as the triad of disorders of the 

106 vesiculobullous skin, orifice mucosa, and eyes, accompanied by severe general symptoms [6]. It was 

107 also reported that the HLA-C gene has an important role in protecting against cancer and viruses. 

108 However, the HLA-C gene may also be involved in allograft rejection, the state of preeclampsia, and is 

109 also present in autoimmune diseases [15]. The diagnosis of SJS/TEN is a blistering autoimmune disease. 

110 which is included in linear IgA dermatosis and paraneoplastic pemphigus but is also present in 

111 pemphigus vulgaris and bullous pemphigoid, acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (AGEP), and 

112 later disseminated drug persistently erupting bullosa and staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome (SSSS) 

113 [16]. 

114 

115 Table 1. SNPs from the GWAS catalog with a significance of p-value < 10-8 
 

Variant and risk allele p-value 
rs6457109 3 x 10-16 

rs7760545 4 x 10-16 
rs35835721 8 x 10-15 

rs137899365 3 x 10-14 

rs60581484 2 x 10-13 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas
http://www.gtexportal.org/home/
https://www.ensembl.org/index.html
https://www.snp-nexus.org/


rs1131151 4 x 10-12 
rs2074494 5 x 10-12 
rs4917014 8 x 10-11 

rs1562468327 6 x 10-10 
rs199755581 7 x 10-10 
rs11509487 1 x 10-9 

rs9469003 2 x 10-9 
rs4471527 2 x 10-9 

rs28381346 5 x 10-9 

rs6500265 6 x 10-9 
rs199755581 6 x 10-9 
rs114908185 7 x 10-9 

rs1297852527 9 x 10-9 

rs1371146120 1 x 10-8 
rs77491650 1 x 10-8 
rs4471527 1 x 10-8 

rs77542827 1 x 10-8 
rs3130501 2 x 10-8 

rs536142737 2 x 10-8 
rs16957893 2 x 10-8 
rs2734583 2 x 10-8 

rs150289893 2 x 10-8 

rs1286845082 2 x 10-8 
rs548089948 2 x 10-8 
rs3094188 3 x 10-8 

rs55765602 3 x 10-8 
rs77542827 3 x 10-8 

rs778096762 3 x 10-8 
rs1597607761 3 x 10-8 
rs1391213386 3 x 10-8 
rs374138762 4 x 10-8 

rs879656274 4 x 10-8 

rs1211926109 4 x 10-8 
rs116953913 5 x 10-8 

rs1263106470 6 x 10-8 

rs5010528 8 x 10-8 
 

116 

117 Table 2. Stevens-Johnson syndrome variant and risk allele that codes for prioritized SNPs 

Variant and risk allele Variants near risk allele 

(r2 > 0.8) 

p-value Gencode Allele type 

 

rs2074494 rs1050276 5 x 10-12 HLA-C missense 

rs5010528 rs1050409  8 x 10-8 HLA-C missense 
 

118 

119 HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues 

120 To evaluate HLA-C gene expression in human tissues, we used the GTEx portal database 
121 (http://www.gtexportal.org/), which contains gene expression levels in various tissues. eQTL annotation 

122 comprises the most apparent functional consequences of genetic variation. Whole blood, spleen, lung, 

123 and lymphocyte cells demonstrate the highest HLA-C gene expression across the 16 human tissues 

124 analyzed from GTEx in Figure 2. 

125 rs5010528 have similar gene expression variation in the Sun-Exposed Skin (Lower Leg). SJS is acute 

126 and can cause death occurs, therefore this disease is an emergency disease on the skin [16]. One Sun- 

127 Exposed Skin that is often exposed is exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR). In general, exposure to 

128 ultraviolet radiation (UVR) has been reported as a risk factor for SJS and TEN [17]. 

Furthermore, we have found that the ID SNPs rs2074494 and 

http://www.gtexportal.org/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
129 
130 Fig 2. HLA-C gene expression associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) in several human tissues from 
131 the GTEx Portal. 

132 

133 HLA-C gene expression in the sun-exposed skin 

134 HLA class I genes, including HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C, have been reported as the loci most 

135 strongly associated with susceptibility to all types of SJS and TEN, including cold medicine-related 

136 (CM-SJS) and TEN with severe ocular complications (SOC). Although non-synonymous substitutions 

137 affecting peptide binding or HLA molecular conformation have been considered significant factors in 

138 the pathogenesis of immunological diseases, Indeed, different HLA-C expression levels have been 

139 reported for the different alleles, with higher HLA-C expression leading to increased Tc (Trypanosoma 

140 cruzi) responses and adverse effects in Crohn's disease. It was also reported that genetic variation in 

141 HLA-A and other autosomal genes has been identified as a risk factor for SJS/TEN associated with flu 

142 drugs with severe ocular complications such as CM-SJS or TEN with SOC [18]. 

143 When individuals with a genetic background containing SJS/TEN with SOC susceptibility factors 

144 are infected by some viral or microbial infection, they develop abnormal immune responses [19]. It is 

145 reasonable to presume that there is an interaction between HLA multiplication and susceptibility genes 

146 such as HLA-A and TLR3 [20], HLA-A and REC14-32, and HLA-A and PTGER3 [21]. Several 

147 

148 

149 

150 inflammation of the skin and ocular surface and oral mucosal erosions and paronychia [12]. 

151 

152 Relationship between HLA-C gene and expression QTLs (eQTLs) from the GTEx database 

153 Gene expression of SJS in human tissue was evaluated via the GTEx Portal database. This aims to 

154 determine the gene expression level in various tissues including in the skin tissue. We identified 
155 genomic variations from HLA-C gene expression using the GWAS catalog database and found 74 SNPs. 

156 From these analyses, we determined top 10 SNPs with the highest p-values. We were further processed 

157 with the variant annotation tool SNPnexus to determine the annotation of prioritized SNP variations. 

158 After these analyses, two statistically significant SNPs were obtained and prioritized. In this case, we 

159 prioritized 2 SNPs at risk for SJS based on an analysis of the number of SNPs expanded using HaploReg 

160 ver. 4.1 and a p-value of < 10-8 to determine the functional annotation of the SNPs. The results of genetic 

161 variation are shown in Table 3. 

162 

163 

164 

165 

susceptibility genes for SJS/TEN CM associated with SOC may be involved in the formation of 

functional networks. An imbalance in this gene can trigger the mucocutaneous inflammation seen in 

patients with SJS/TEN associated with CM with SOC. SJS/TEN with SOC in the acute stage shows 



166 Table 3. HLA-C expression-Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) analysis from the GTEx Portal database 
 

SNP ID 
Gencode ID 

(ENSG00000-) 

Gene 

Symbol 
p-value 

Effect 

Size 
Tissue Expression Level 

rs2074494 204525.16 HLA-C 7.2 x 10-10 -0.48 Artery-Tibial CC>CT>TT 
 204525.16 HLA-C 13 x 10-6 -0.50 Muscle-Skeletal CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 15 x 10-6 -0.78 Brain-Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia) CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 17 x 10-6 -0.51 Heart-Left Ventricle CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 46 x 10-6 -0.58 Testis CC>CT>TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 36 x 10-5 -0.39 Skin-Sun Exposed (Lower leg) CC>CT>TT 

rs5010528 204525.16 HLA-C 5.4 x 10-26 0.56 Adipose-Subcutaneous AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1 x 10-21 0.41 Whole Blood AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.4 x 10-14 0.51 Adipose-Visceral AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 4.1 x 10-14 0.49 Lung AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.1 x 10-10 0.68 Spleen AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 2.1 x 10-9 0.51 Heart-Atrial Appendage AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.7 x 10-8 0.28 Colon-Transverse AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 9.9 x 10-8 0.38 Skin-Not Sun Exposed (Suprapublic) AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.1 x 10-7 0.72 Cells-EBV-transformed lymphocytes AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.0 x 10-7 -0.25 Nerve-Tibial AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.7 x 10-7 0.31 Nerve-Tibial AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.6 x 10-6 0.34 Breast-Mammary Tissue AA>AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1,8 x 10-6 0.32 Skin-Sun Exposed (Lower leg) AA>AG>GG 

167 Source: Expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) obtained from the GTEx Portal. 

168 Table 3 shows the two identified variants (rs2074494 and rs5010528) encoded the HLA-C gene in 

169 differential tissue expression in the human skin. By Using the GTEx portal 

170 (http://www.gtexportal.org/home/), we further emphasized that the variants of rs2074494 and 

171 rs5010528 encoded the HLA-C genes were a higher expression in the skin tissue to Table 3 and Fig 3. 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 
184 
185 
186 
187 Fig 3. HLA-C gene expression for each genotype of the SNPs: (A) rs2074494 and (B) rs5010528. 

188 

189 

190 Allele frequencies of SJS candidate variants across continents 

191 Once we identified the candidate HLA-C expression-associated variants, we set out to determine the 

192 allele frequencies across transcontinental populations as shown in Table 4. The allele frequencies for 

193 both variants were evaluated in different population including African, American, East Asian, 

194 European, and Southeast Asian populations. Samples from each region consisted of 331 individuals 

195 (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals (East Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). 

http://www.gtexportal.org/home/


196 We extracted the allele frequencies in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and Southeast Asia from the 

197 Ensemble Genome Browser (http://www.ensembl.org). Allele frequencies across populations differ 

198 for each HLA-C variant. Table 4 and Fig 4 show gene expression levels at higher frequencies of the 

199 rs5010528 associated (G) allele and rs2074494 associated (T) allele. At population frequencies of the 

200 rs5010528 (G) allele, the Asian population (East Asia and Southeast Asia) is expressed at a much lower 

201 level than that from the populations of Africa, America, and Europe. 
 

 

 

 

 
SNP ID Position (hg38) Symbo 

l 

Location Ref Alt AFR AMR EAS EUR SAS 

rs2074494 Chr6:31271956 HLA-C Missense C T T: 0.008 (10) T: 0.099 (69) T: 0.189 (191) T: 0.037 (37) T: 0.040 (39) 

rs5010528 Chr6:31273255 HLA-C Missense A G G: 0.243 (321) G: 0.187 (130) G: 0.056 (56) G: 0.138 (139) G: 0.099 (97) 

205         

206 The allele frequency of the “rs2074494” T allele in the African population is expressed at a much 

207 lower level than that of the populations of America, Europe, and Southeast Asia. Taken together, the 

208 allele frequencies of the variants “rs2074494” and “rs5010528” indicated the contribution of differential 

209 variant prevalence for HLA-C gene expression. 
 

 

210 
211 Fig 4. Summary of allele frequency analysis on HLA-C gene expression in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, 

212 and Southeast Asia. 

 

213 Another study revealed that HLA-S gene which were reported to be potential associated in 
214 chickenpox disease[22]. In this study, we investigated the skin tissue expression of the HLA-C gene, 

215 which has been linked to SJS and can lead to SCAR infection. Notably, the variants associated 

216 with HLA-C expression have not been reported for SJS. Basic research on the genetics of SJS and TEN 

217 to date has focused on human leukocyte antigen (HLA), the system associated with the presence of 

218 specific receptors, cytotoxic proteins, and the part of immunocytes during disease pathogenesis [23]. 

219 Considering the global impact of SJS, examining the distribution of HLA-C variants may be an essential 

220 quest that allows further understanding of global disease susceptibility. 

 
221 The HLA gene encodes several molecules that are crucial to the immune system. With that in mind, 

222 a strong relationship between HLA genes and autoimmune diseases (AIDs) has been demonstrated for 

223 more than half a century [24]. Findings that most patients with carbamazepine-induced Stevens-Johnson 

224 syndrome and CBZ-SJS/TEN toxic epidermal necrolyses have an associated HLA-B*15:02 in an Asian 

225 population. In contrast, the association with HLA-A*31:01 was only reported in Japan and Europe. and 

202  

203 Table 4. Analysis of allele frequencies for the HLA-C gene from SNPnexus variant annotation. [AFR: Africa, 

204 AMR: America, EAS: East Asia, EUR: Europe; SAS: Southeast Asia; Ref: Reference; Alt: Alternate.] 

 Gene Allele Allele Frequency (N) 

 

http://www.ensembl.org/


226 has a novel association between HLA-A*31:01 and CBZ-SJS/TEN in Indians [25]. The association with 

227 various HLA genes can then be analyzed using publicly available databases. We used publicly available 

228 databases like the GTEx portal, SNPnexus, and Ensembl. We identified genetic variants associated with 

229 HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the leading site of SCAR infection in SJS disease. It has previously 

230 been reported that specific HLA genotypes have been associated with the occurrence of severe skin 

231 disease due to drug-induced side effects (SCARs), which cases are included in SJS/TEN [26]. 

 
232 The allele frequencies in all populations differ for each SNP, as shown in Figure 4. In general, it is 

233 known that the G and A allele frequencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 were also seen to have a lower 

234 frequency in Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 14%), Europe (rs2074494, 4%, and 

235 rs5010528, 16%), and East Asia (rs2074494, 19%, and rs5010528, 6%), compared with American 

236 (rs2074494, 10%, and rs5010528, 24%) and African (rs5010528, 24%) populations. In conclusion, by 

237 leveraging a bioinformatic-based approach it is revealed the pathogenic variants that are potentially 

238 associated with SJS. We propose that these variants could be used for further study to identify the SJS 

239 diagnostic biomarker as well as for prognosis. However, we acknowledged that there are limitations to 

240 the bioinformatic-based approach used to investigate the genetic variants associated with SJS. One of 

241 the main limitations is that not all the variants necessarily have genes that encode them (i.e. non-coding 

242 variants), and even if they do, these genes or genetic variants may not be suitable drug targets. 

243 Nonetheless, clinical validation is recommended as a next step to confirm our findings and gain a better 

244 understanding of the underlying etiology and functional effect of the SJS disease. 

 

245 Conclusion 

246 In this study, we conducted a comprehensive bioinformatic analysis of Stevens-Johnson Syndrome 

247 (SJS) from genomic databases, revealing differential tissue expression of the HLA-C gene across 16 

248 human tissues. Even though HLA-C is highly expressed in whole blood, spleen, lung, and lymphocyte 

249 cells, the relevant disease variants (rs2074494 and rs5010528) are differentially expressed in the skin 

250 tissue. Overall, alleles for rs2074494 and rs5010528 have lower frequencies in Southeast Asia 

251 (rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 14%), Europe (rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 16%), and East Asia 

252 (rs2074494, 19%, and rs5010528, 6%), as compared to the American population (rs2074494, 10%, and 

253 rs5010528, 24%) and the African (rs5010528, 24%) population. 
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Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) produces a sever 

Herpes simplex virus or mycoplasma infection, va 

agents. Several studies have investigated the geneti 

vide further genetic insights into the pathogenesis 

pact, SJS-associated pathogenic variants through in 

genetic data. First, we identified SJS-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms from the 

genome-wide association studies catalog, followedby genome annotation with HaploReg 

and variant validation with Ensembl. Subsequentl y, quantitative trait locus expression 

analysis (eQTL) from GTEx identified human genetic variants with differential gene expres- 

sion across human tissues. Our results indicate that two variants, namely rs2074494 and 

rs5010528, which are encoded by the HLA-C gene, were found to be differentially ex- 

pressed in skin. The allele frequencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 also appear to signifi- 

cantly differ across continents. We highlight the utility of these population-specific HLA-C 

genetic variants for genetic association studies, and aid in early prognosis and disease 

treatment of SJS. 

 

Keywords: bioinformatics, genetic variation, genomic, pathogenic variants, Stevens-John- 

son syndrome 

 

 

Introduction 

Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) are potentially 

life-threatening diseases [1]. In particular, SJS is a syndrome resulting from severe hyper- 

sensitivity reactions caused by infection with the herpes simplex or mycoplasma viruses, 

vaccinations, systemic diseases, certain agents, food, and drugs [2]. SJS occurs in the skin 

and mucous membranes in the orifices and eyes in mild to severe conditions, with abnor- 

malities in the skin in the form of an erythema, vesicles, or bullae accompanied by purpu- 

ra [3]. 

SJS/TEN is widespread in the mucocutaneous immune region, causing exfoliation of 

the skin on the mucosal surface [4]. The incidence of SJS, SJS/TEN, and TEN in the 

United States reported 9.2, 1.6, and 1.9 cases from 2009–2012 [5]. The incidence of SJS 

cases that occur in Indonesia is around 12 cases per year, with different causes [6]. The 
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incidence in the United Kingdom from 1995–2013 there were 

5.76 cases of SJS/TEN per million people per year [7]. In Korea, it 

is reported that the incidence rate of SJS/TEN from 2009–2013 

was 3.96–5.03 and 0.94–1.45 per million people per year [8]. 

Events caused by SJS, SJS-TEN, and TEN have an average of 5.3, 

0.8, and 0.4 cases per million children each year [9]. The mortality 

rate of 4.8-9% in SJS, 19.4–29% in the SJS/TEN case, and 14.8– 

48% in TEN [10]. SJS can appear with non-specific fever symp- 

toms that cause malaise, headache, cough, and rhinorrhea. On the 

skin, patients suffering from SJS can have polymorphic lesions and 

mucous membranes with marked skin blisters and erosion [11]. 

Therefore, primary prevention is the best mitigation for SJS. SJS 

is categorized as a severe cutaneous adverse reaction (SCAR), and 

several drugs have been implicated in disease pathogenesis. 

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and other multi-ingredient 

formulations are widely used to relieve the symptoms. Several 

studies are reporting adverse skin drug reactions that are often 

SJS-associated with severe ocular complications [12]. Prevention 

is possible if patients who are susceptible to this SCAR when pre- 

scribed certain drugs are identified. Besides, the genomic variants 

are known to have an important role in SJS progression. However, 

little information revealed the specific variant as a biological risk 

gene in SJS. A previous study revealed associated variants in SJS 

progression (rs2844665, rs3815087, rs3130931, rs3130501, 

rs3094188, and rs9469003). In allopurinol-induced SJS and TEN, 

rs9469003 can detect an effect similar to that seen with an allele 

frequency risk of 15% and an associated risk of 99% [13]. Even 

though several studies have been exploited previously, a limited 

number of variants summarized the variants associated with ex- 

pression in tissue-related SJS. This study aims to investigate the 

variants associated with SJS through a bioinformatic-based ap- 

proach and further prioritize the biological risk variants. Besides, 

the pattern of gene expression profiles and population allele fre- 

quencies of genetic variants were assessed using various databases. 

Here, The results will enable future studies to assess whether these 

variants may be associated with various infectious risks for SJS/ 

TEN, as well as SJSprogression and disease susceptibility. 

Methods 

Genomic information not only can be leveraged to identify the 

variant-associated disease, but it can also be translated into action- 

able knowledge for the disease. SJS is one of the severe skin reac- 

tion due to genomic risk factors. In this study, we used a bioinfor- 

matic-based approach to prioritize the pathogenic variants that po- 

tentially trigger the SJS. Detailed information regarding the study 

 

 

 

design has been depicted in Fig. 1. We used the keyword "Ste- 

vens-Johnson syndrome (SJS)" to derive SJS associated from the 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) National Human Ge- 

nome Research Institute (NHGRI) Catalog database http://www. 

ebi.ac.uk/gwas (accessed December 19, 2022). SJS associated 

with 74 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were obtained 

and further analysis was carried out using HaploReg (version 4.1). 

Further analysis yielded a total of 41 SNPs with a significance val- 

ue of p-value < 10-8. This value is used to account for several tests 

in the GWAS catalog. These values are widely used to identify as- 

sociations between variants and shared genetic traits with adjacent 

gene expression [14]. Furthermore, an evaluation was carried out 

between the relationships of various genetic variants and gene ex- 

pression profiles using quantitative expression trait loci (eQTL) 

using the GTEx Portal database http://www.gtexportal.org/ 

home/ (accessed December 19, 2022), which was found by gene 

expression from various networks. The HLA-C (human leukocyte 

antigen C) genetic variant is present in human skin and tissue 

(lower extremities) exposed to sunlight obtained from the GTEx 

Portal database. Then confirm the variant using the Ensembl Ge- 

nome Browser https:// www.ensembl.org/index.html (accessed 

December 19, 2022). Furthermore, the allele frequencies of vari- 

ants associated SJS were evaluated in different populations includ- 

ing African, American, East Asian, European, and Southeast Asian 

populations. Samples from each region consisted of 331 individu- 

als (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals (East 

Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). Then, to find out the 

function of the various gene variants, an evaluation was carried out 

using the SNP Nexus database https://www.snp-nexus.org (ac- 

cessed December 19, 2022). 

Results and Discussion 

Identificationof genomicvariantsfor SJS 

We first identified SNPs associated with SJS from the GWAS data- 

base, resulting in 74 SNPs associated with SJS. We identified 41 

unique SNPs associated with SJS after removing all SNPs duplica- 

tion (Table 1). Based on the number of SNPs obtained, candidate 

SNPs were further constrained and prioritized using HaploReg 

version 4.1, with a p-value of <10-8. Based on the findings present- 

ed in Table 2, we focused on two genomic variants from the same 

gene that qualify as the biological risk SNPs for SJS from this 

study. 

Through our integrative bioinformatics approach, two variants 

with a missense mutation (rs2074494, rs5010528) that encoded 

the HLA-C genes were prioritized as the biological risk SNPs for 
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Fig. 1. Bioinformatics workflow for the identification of genetic variants associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome. GWAS, genome-wide 

association studies; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. 
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Table 1. SNPs from the GWAS catalog with a significance of p-value 
< 10-8 

 

 

 

SJS. SJS is characterized byrnoeccrosis and shedding of the epider- 

mis, known as the triad ofd2is0o2r3d-e0r6s-1o5f1th7:e46v:e1s9iculobulous skin, - - -  - -- -  - - - -  - - - - - -  -  
 

 

 
 

 

rs6457109 3 × 10-16
 

rs7760545 4 × 10-16
 

rs35835721 8 × 10-15
 

rs137899365 3 × 10-14
 

rs60581484 2 × 10-13
 

rs1131151 4 × 10-12
 

rs2074494 5 × 10-12
 

rs4917014 8 × 10-11
 

rs1562468327 6 × 10-10
 

rs199755581 7 × 10-10
 

rs11509487 1 × 10-9
 

rs9469003 2 × 10-9
 

rs4471527 2 × 10-9
 

rs28381346 5 × 10-9
 

rs6500265 6 × 10-9
 

rs199755581 6 × 10-9
 

rs114908185 7 × 10-9
 

rs1297852527 9 × 10-9
 

rs1371146120 1 × 10-8
 

rs77491650 1 × 10-8
 

rs4471527 1 × 10-8
 

rs77542827 1 × 10-8
 

rs3130501 2 × 10-8
 

rs536142737 2 × 10-8
 

rs16957893 2 × 10-8
 

rs2734583 2 × 10-8
 

rs150289893 2 × 10-8
 

rs1286845082 2 × 10-8
 

rs548089948 2 × 10-8
 

rs3094188 3 × 10-8
 

rs55765602 3 × 10-8
 

rs77542827 3 × 10-8
 

rs778096762 3 × 10-8
 

rs1597607761 3 × 10-8
 

rs1391213386 3 × 10-8
 

rs374138762 4 × 10-8
 

rs879656274 4 × 10-8
 

rs1211926109 4 × 10-8
 

rs116953913 5 × 10-8
 

rs1263106470 6 × 10-8
 

rs5010528 8 × 10-8
 

SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; GWAS, genome-wide association 

studies. 

orificemucosa, andeyes, accompanied by severegeneral symp- 
superscript for -8 

toms[6]. It was also reported that the HLA-C gene has an import- 

ant role in protecting against cancer and viruses. However, the 

HLA-C gene may also be involved in allograft rejection, the state of 

preeclampsia, and is also present in autoimmune diseases [15]. 

The diagnosis of SJS/TEN is a blistering autoimmune disease. 

which is included in linear IgA dermatosis and paraneoplastic 

pemphigus but is also present in pemphigus vulgaris and bullous 

pemphigoid, acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis, and lat- 

er disseminated drug persistently erupting bullosa and staphylo- 

coccal scalded skin syndrome (SSSS) [16]. 

 

HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues 

To evaluate HLA-C gene expression in human tissues, we used the 

GTEx Portal database (http://www.gtexportal.org/), which con- 

tains gene expression levels in various tissues. eQTL annotation 

comprises the most apparent functional consequences of genetic 

variation. Whole blood, spleen, lung, and lymphocyte cells 

demonstrate the highest HLA-C gene expression across the 16 hu- 

man tissues analyzed from GTEx in Fig. 2. Furthermore, we have 

found that the ID SNPs rs2074494 and rs5010528 have similar 

gene expression variation in the Sun-Exposed Skin (Lower Leg). 

SJS is acute and can cause death occurs, therefore this disease is an 

emergency disease on the skin [16]. One Sun-Exposed Skin that is 

often exposed is exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR). In gen- 

eral, exposure to UVR has been reported as a risk factor for SJS 

and TEN [17]. 

 

HLA-Cgeneexpression in thesun-exposedskin 

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I genes, including HLA-A, 

HLA-B, and HLA-C, have been reported as the loci most strongly 

associated with susceptibility to all types of SJS and TEN, includ- 

ing cold medicine-related (CM-SJS) and TEN with severe ocular 

complications (SOC). Although non-synonymous substitutions 

affecting peptide binding or HLA molecular conformation have 

been considered significant factors in the pathogenesis of immu- 

nological diseases, indeed, different HLA-C expression levels have 

been reported for the different alleles, with higher HLA-C expres- 

sion leading to increased Tc (Trypanosoma cruzi) responses and 

adverse effects in Crohn's disease. It was also reported that genetic 

variation in HLA-A and other autosomal genes has been identified 

as a risk factor for SJS/TEN associated with flu drugs with SOC 

such as CM-SJS or TEN with SOC [18]. 

When individuals with a genetic background containing SJS/ 
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Table 2. Stevens-Johnson syndrome variant and risk allele that codes for prioritized SNPs 

 

Variant and risk allele Variants near risk allele (r2 > 0.8) p-value Gencode Allele type 

rs2074494 rs1050276 5 × 10-12
 HLA-C Missense 

rs5010528 rs1050409 8 × 10-8
 HLA-C Missense 

SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.     

 

 

 
Fig. 2. HLA-C gene expression–associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome in several human tissues from the GTEx Portal. 

 

 

TEN with SOC susceptibility factors are infected by some viral or 

microbial infection, they develop abnormal immune responses 

[19]. It is reasonable to presume that there is an interaction be- 

tween HLA multiplication and susceptibility genes such as HLA-A 

and TLR3 [20], HLA-A and REC14-32, andHLA-A and PTGER3 

[21]. Several susceptibility genes for SJS/TEN CM associated 

with SOC may be involved in the formation of functional net- 

works. An imbalance in this gene can trigger the mucocutaneous 

inflammation seen in patients with SJS/TEN associated with CM 

with SOC. SJS/TEN with SOC in the acute stage shows inflam- 

mation of the skin and ocular surface and oral mucosal erosions 

and paronychia [12]. 

 

Relationship between HLA-C gene and eQTLs from the 

GTEx database 

Gene expression of SJS in human tissue was evaluated via the 

GTEx Portal database. This aims to determine the gene expression 

level in various tissues including in the skin tissue. We identified 

genomic variations from HLA-C gene expression using the GWAS 

catalog database and found 74 SNPs. From these analyses, we de- 

termined top 10 SNPs with the highest p-values. We were further 

processed with the variant annotation tool SNPnexus to deter- 

mine the annotation of prioritized SNP variations. After these 

analyses, two statistically significant SNPs were obtained and pri- 

oritized. In this case, we prioritized 2 SNPs at risk for SJS based on 

an analysis of the number of SNPs expanded using HaploReg ver. 

4.1 and a p-value of < 10-8 to determine the functional annotation 

of the SNPs. Theresults of geneticvariationareshown in Table 3. 

Table 3 shows the two identified variants (rs2074494 and 

rs5010528) encoded the HLA-C gene in differential tissue expres- 

sion in the human skin. By using the GTEx portal (http://www.gt- 

exportal.org/home/), we further emphasized that the variants of 

rs2074494 and rs5010528 encoded the HLA-C genes were a high- 

erexpression in the skin tissue to Table 3 and Fig. 3. 

 

Allele frequencies of SJS candidate variants across 

continents 

Once we identified the candidate HLA-C expression–associated 

variants, we set out to determine the allele frequencies across 

transcontinental populations as shown in Table 4. The allele fre- 

quencies for both variants were evaluated in different population 

including African, American, East Asian, European, and Southeast 
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Table 3. HLA-C expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis from the GTEx Portal database 

SNP ID Gencode ID Gene Symbol p-value Effe e Tissruoec Expression level 
roc 2023-06-15 17:47:30 

rs2074494 204525.16 HLA-C 7.2 × 10-10 –0.48 Artery-Tibial 
2023-0

-
6
-
-
-
1
-
5
--

1
--
7
-
:4
--

9
-
:
-
1
-
5
------------

C
-
C
--
>
--
C
-
T
--
>
--
T
-
T
------- 

204525.16 HLA-C 13 × 10-6 –0.50 Muscle-Skelet-a-l -----E--f-f e- -c--t-S--i-z-e------------ C
-C->--C-T-->--T-T 

204525.16 HLA-C 15 × 10-6 –0.78 Brain-Nucleus aEccxupmrbeesnssi(obnasaLl egavnegllia) CC > CT > TT 

204525.16 HLA-C 17 × 10-6 –0.51 Heart-Left ventricle CC > CT > TT 

204525.16 HLA-C 46 × 10-6 –0.58 Testis CC > CT > TT 

204525.16 HLA-C 36 × 10-5 –0.39 Skin-Sun exposed (lower leg) CC>CT>TT 

rs5010528 204525.16 HLA-C 5.4 × 10-26 0.56 Adipose-Subcutaneous AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 1 × 10-21 0.41 Whole blood AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 1.4 × 10-14 0.51 Adipose-Visceral AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 4.1 × 10-14 0.49 Lung AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 1.1 × 10-10 0.68 Spleen AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 2.1 × 10-9 0.51 Heart-Atrial appendage AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 5.7 × 10-8 0.28 Colon-Transverse AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 9.9 × 10-8 0.38 Skin-Not sun exposed (suprapublic) AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 5.1 × 10-7 0.72 Cells-EBV-transformed lymphocytes AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 7.0 × 10-7 -0.25 Nerve-Tibial AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 7.7 × 10-7 0.31 Nerve-Tibial AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 1.6 × 10-6 0.34 Breast-Mammary tissue AA> AG>GG 

204525.16 HLA-C 1,8 × 10-6 0.32 Skin-Sun exposed (lower leg) AA>AG>GG 

Source: Expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) obtained from the GTEx Portal. 

 

 

A HLA-C 

chr6_31271956_C_T_b38 

Skin - Sun Exposed (Lower leg) 

B HLA-C 

chr6_31273255_A_G_b38 

Skin - Sun Exposed (Lower leg) 
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(563) (41) 
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(1) 
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(478) (123) (4) 

Fig. 3. HLA-C gene expression for each genotype of the single nucleotide polymorphisms: (A) rs2074494 and (B) rs5010528. 
 

 

Asian populations. Samples from each region consisted of 331 in- 

dividuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals 

(East Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). We extracted 

the allele frequencies in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and 

Southeast Asia from the Ensemble Genome Browser (http://www. 

ensembl.org). Allele frequencies across populations differ for each 
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Table 4. Analysis of allele frequencies for the HLA-C gene from SNPnexus variant annotation 

 

SNP ID Position (hg38) Gene Location  Allele    Allele frequency (n) 

symbol Ref Alt AFR AMR EAS EUR SAS 

 

 
SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; Ref, Reference; Alt, slternate; AFR, Africa; AMR, America; EAS, East Asia; EUR, Europe; SAS, Southeast Asia. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Summary of allele frequency analysis on HLA-C gene expression in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and Southeast Asia. 
 
 

HLA-C variant. Table 4 and Fig. 4 show gene expression levels at 

higher frequencies of the rs5010528 associated (G) allele and 

rs2074494 associated (T) allele. At population frequencies of the 

rs5010528 (G) allele, the Asian population (East Asia and South- 

east Asia) is expressed at a much lower level than that from the 

populations of Africa, America, and Europe. 

The allele frequency of the “rs2074494” T allele in the African 

population is expressed at a much lower level than that of the pop- 

ulations of America, Europe, and Southeast Asia. Taken together, 

the allele frequencies of the variants “rs2074494” and “rs5010528” 

indicated the contribution of differential variant prevalence for 

HLA-C gene expression. 

Another study revealed that HLA-S genewhich were reported 

to be potential associated in chickenpox disease [22]. In this study, 

we investigated the skin tissue expression of the HLA-C gene, 

which has been linked to SJS and can lead to SCAR infection. No- 

tably, the variants associated with HLA-C expression have not 

been reported for SJS. Basic research on the genetics of SJS and 

TEN to date has focused on HLA, the system associated with the 

presence of specific receptors, cytotoxic proteins, and the part of 

immunocytes during disease pathogenesis [23]. Considering the 

global impact of SJS, examining the distribution of HLA-C variants 

may be an essential quest that allows further understanding of 

global disease susceptibility. 

The HLA gene encodes several molecules that are crucial to the 

immunesystem. With that in mind, astrong relationshipbetween 
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rs5010528 Chr6:31273255 HLA-C Missense A G G: 0.243 (321) G: 0.187 (130) G: 0.056 (56) G: 0.138 (139) G: 0.099 (97) 
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HLA genes and autoimmune diseases has been demonstrated for 

more than half a century [24]. Findings that most patients with 

carbamazepine-induced SJS and CBZ-SJS/TEN toxic epidermal 

necrolyses have an associated HLA-B*15:02 in an Asian popula- 

tion. In contrast, the association with HLA-A*31:01 was only re- 

ported in Japan and Europe. and has a novel association between 

HLA-A*31:01 and CBZ-SJS/TEN in Indians [25]. The associa- 

tion with various HLA genes can then be analyzed using publicly 

available databases. We used publicly available databases like the 

GTEx Portal, SNPnexus, and Ensembl. We identified genetic vari- 

ants associated with HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the leading 

site of SCAR infection in SJS disease. It has previously been re- 

ported that specific HLA genotypes have been associated with the 

occurrence of severe skin disease due to drug-induced side effects 

(SCARs), which cases are included in SJS/TEN [26]. 

The allele frequencies in all populations differ for each SNP, as 

shown in Fig. 4. In general, it is known that the G and A allele fre- 

quencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 were also seen to have a 

lower frequency in Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4%, and 

rs5010528, 14%),Europe(rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 16%), 

and East Asia (rs2074494, 19%, and rs5010528, 6%), compared 

with American (rs2074494, 10%, and rs5010528, 24%) and Afri- 

can (rs5010528, 24%) populations. In conclusion, by leveraging a 

bioinformatic-based approach it is revealed the pathogenic vari- 

ants that are potentially associated with SJS. We propose that these 

variants could be used for further study to identify the SJS diag- 

nostic biomarker as well as for prognosis. However, we acknowl- 

edged that there are limitations to the bioinformatic-based ap- 

proach used to investigate the genetic variants associated with SJS. 

One of the main limitations is that not all the variants necessarily 

have genes that encode them (i.e., non-coding variants), and even 

if they do, these genes or genetic variants may not be suitable drug 

targets. Nonetheless, clinical validation is recommended as a next 

step to confirm our findings and gain a better understanding of the 

underlyingetiology and functionaleffect of the SJSdisease. 

Conclusion 

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive bioinformatic analy- 

sis of SJS from genomic databases, revealing differential tissue ex- 

pression of the HLA-C gene across 16 human tissues. Even though 

HLA-C is highly expressed in whole blood, spleen, lung, and lym- 

phocyte cells, the relevant disease variants (rs2074494 and 

rs5010528) are differentially expressed in the skin tissue. Overall, 

alleles for rs2074494 and rs5010528 have lower frequencies in 

Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 14%), Europe 

 

 

 

(rs2074494, 4%, and rs5010528, 16%), and East Asia (rs2074494, 

19%, and rs5010528, 6%), as compared to the American popula- 

tion (rs2074494, 10%, and rs5010528, 24%) and the African 

(rs5010528, 24%) population. 
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Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) produces a severe hypersensitivity reaction caused by 

Herpes simplex virus or mycoplasma infection, vaccination, systemic disease, or other 

agents. Several studies have investigated the genetic susceptibility involved in SJS. To pro- 

vide further genetic insights into the pathogenesis of SJS, this study prioritized high-im- 

pact, SJS-associated pathogenic variants through integrating bioinformatic and population 

genetic data. First, we identified SJS-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms from the 

genome-wide association studies catalog, followed by genome annotation with HaploReg 

and variant validation with Ensembl. Subsequently, expression quantitative trait locus 

(eQTL) from GTEx identified human genetic variants with differential gene expression 

across human tissues. Our results indicate that two variants, namely rs2074494 and 

rs5010528, which are encoded by the HLA-C (human leukocyte antigen C) gene, were 

found to be differentially expressed in skin. The allele frequencies for rs2074494 and 

rs5010528 also appear to significantly differ across continents. We highlight the utility of 

these population-specific HLA-C genetic variants for genetic association studies, and aid in 

early prognosis and disease treatment of SJS. 

 
Keywords: bioinformatics, genetic variation, genomic, pathogenic variants, Stevens-John- 

son syndrome 

 

 

Introduction 

Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) are potentially 

life-threatening diseases [1]. In particular, SJS is a syndrome resulting from severe hypersen- 

sitivity reactions caused by infection with the herpes simplex or mycoplasma viruses, vacci- 

nations, systemic diseases, certain agents, food, and drugs [2]. SJS occurs in the skin and 

mucous membranes in the orifices and eyes in mild to severe conditions, with abnormalities 

in theskin in theform of an erythema, vesicles, or bullaeaccompanied by purpura[3]. 

SJS/TEN is widespread in the mucocutaneous immune region, causing exfoliation of 

the skin on the mucosal surface [4]. The incidence of SJS, SJS/TEN, and TEN in the 

United States reported 9.2, 1.6, and 1.9 cases from 2009–2012 [5]. The incidence of SJS 
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cases that occur in Indonesia is around 12 cases per year, with dif- 

ferent causes [6]. The incidence in the United Kingdom from 

1995–2013 there were 5.76 cases of SJS/TEN per million people 

per year [7]. In Korea, it is reported that the incidence rate of SJS/ 

TEN from 2009–2013 was 3.96–5.03 and 0.94–1.45 per million 

people per year [8]. Events caused by SJS, SJS-TEN, and TEN 

have an average of 5.3, 0.8, and 0.4 cases per million children each 

year [9]. The mortality rate of 4.8-9% in SJS, 19.4–29% in the SJS/ 

TEN case, and 14.8–48% in TEN [10]. SJS can appear with 

non-specific fever symptoms that cause malaise, headache, cough, 

and rhinorrhea. On the skin, patients suffering from SJS can have 

polymorphic lesions and mucous membranes with marked skin 

blisters and erosion [11]. 

Therefore, primary prevention is the best mitigation for SJS. SJS 

is categorized as a severe cutaneous adverse reaction (SCAR), and 

several drugs have been implicated in disease pathogenesis. 

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and other multi-ingredient 

formulations are widely used to relieve the symptoms. Several 

studies are reporting adverse skin drug reactions that are often 

SJS-associated with severe ocular complications [12]. Prevention 

is possible if patients who are susceptible to this SCAR when pre- 

scribed certain drugs are identified. Besides, the genomic variants 

are known to have an important role in SJS progression. However, 

little information revealed the specific variant as a biological risk 

gene in SJS. A previous study revealed associated variants in SJS 

progression (rs2844665, rs3815087, rs3130931, rs3130501, 

rs3094188, and rs9469003). In allopurinol-induced SJS and TEN, 

rs9469003 can detect an effect similar to that seen with an allele 

frequency risk of 15% and an associated risk of 99% [13]. Even 

though several studies have been exploited previously, a limited 

number of variants summarized the variants associated with ex- 

pression in tissue-related SJS. This study aims to investigate the 

variants associated with SJS through a bioinformatic-based ap- 

proach and further prioritize the biological risk variants. Besides, 

the pattern of gene expression profiles and population allele fre- 

quencies of genetic variants were assessed using various databases. 

Here, The results will enable future studies to assess whether these 

variants may be associated with various infectious risks for SJS/ 

TEN, as well as SJS progression and disease susceptibility. 

 

Methods 

Genomic information not only can be leveraged to identify the 

variant-associated disease, but it can also be translated into action- 

able knowledge for the disease. SJS is one of the severe skin reac- 

tion due to genomic risk factors. In this study, we used a bioinfor- 

 

 

 

 

matic-based approach to prioritize the pathogenic variants that po- 

tentially trigger the SJS. Detailed information regarding the study 

design has been depicted in Fig. 1. We used the keyword "Ste- 

vens-Johnson syndrome (SJS)" to derive SJS associated from the 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) National Human Ge- 

nome Research Institute (NHGRI) Catalog database (http:// 

www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas; accessed December 19, 2022). SJS associat- 

ed with 74 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were ob- 

tained and further analysis was carried out using HaploReg (ver- 

sion 4.1). Further analysis yielded a total of 41 SNPs with a signifi- 

cance value of p-value < 10-8. This value is used to account for sev- 

eral tests in the GWAS catalog. These values are widely used to 

identify associations between variants and shared genetic traits 

with adjacent gene expression [14]. Furthermore, an evaluation 

was carried out between the relationships of various genetic vari- 

ants and gene expression profiles using expression quantitative 

trait locus (eQTL) using the GTEx Portal database (http://www. 

gtexportal.org/home/; accessed December 19, 2022), which was 

found by gene expression from various networks. The HLA-C 

(human leukocyte antigen C) genetic variant is present in human 

skin and tissue (lower extremities) exposed to sunlight obtained 

from the GTEx Portal database. Then confirm the variant using 

the Ensembl Genome Browser (https://www.ensembl.org/index. 

html; accessed December 19, 2022). Furthermore, the allele fre- 

quencies of variants associated SJS were evaluated in different 

populations including African, American, East Asian, European, 

and Southeast Asian populations. Samples from each region con- 

sisted of 331 individuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 

individuals (East Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). 

Then, to find out the function of the various gene variants, an eval- 

uation was carried out using the SNP Nexus database (https:// 

www.snp-nexus.org; accessed December 19, 2022). 

 

Results and Discussion 

Identification of genomic variants for SJS 

We first identified SNPs associated with SJS from the GWAS data- 

base, resulting in 74 SNPs associated with SJS. We identified 41 

unique SNPs associated with SJS after removing all SNPs duplica- 

tion (Table 1). Based on the number of SNPs obtained, candidate 

SNPs were further constrained and prioritized using HaploReg ver- 

sion 4.1, with a p-value of <10-8. Based on the findings presented in 

Table 2, we focused on two genomic variants from the same gene 

that qualify as thebiological risk SNPsfor SJS fromthisstudy. 

Through our integrative bioinformatics approach, two variants 

with a missense mutation (rs2074494, rs5010528) that encoded 
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Fig. 1. Bioinformatics workflow for the identification of genetic variants associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome. GWAS, genome-wide 

association studies; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. 
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Table 1. SNPs from the GWAS catalog with a significance of p-value 
< 10-8 

 
rs6457109 3 × 10-16

 

rs7760545 4 × 10-16
 

rs35835721 8 × 10-15
 

rs137899365 3 × 10-14
 

rs60581484 2 × 10-13
 

rs1131151 4 × 10-12
 

rs2074494 5 × 10-12
 

rs4917014 8 × 10-11
 

rs1562468327 6 × 10-10
 

rs199755581 7 × 10-10
 

rs11509487 1 × 10-9
 

rs9469003 2 × 10-9
 

rs4471527 2 × 10-9
 

rs28381346 5 × 10-9
 

rs6500265 6 × 10-9
 

rs199755581 6 × 10-9
 

rs114908185 7 × 10-9
 

rs1297852527 9 × 10-9
 

rs1371146120 1 × 10-8
 

rs77491650 1 × 10-8
 

rs4471527 1 × 10-8
 

rs77542827 1 × 10-8
 

rs3130501 2 × 10-8
 

rs536142737 2 × 10-8
 

rs16957893 2 × 10-8
 

rs2734583 2 × 10-8
 

rs150289893 2 × 10-8
 

rs1286845082 2 × 10-8
 

rs548089948 2 × 10-8
 

rs3094188 3 × 10-8
 

rs55765602 3 × 10-8
 

rs77542827 3 × 10-8
 

rs778096762 3 × 10-8
 

rs1597607761 3 × 10-8
 

rs1391213386 3 × 10-8
 

rs374138762 4 × 10-8
 

rs879656274 4 × 10-8
 

rs1211926109 4 × 10-8
 

rs116953913 5 × 10-8
 

rs1263106470 6 × 10-8
 

rs5010528 8 × 10-8
 

SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; GWAS, genome-wide association 

studies. 

 

 

 

 
the HLA-C genes were prioritized as the biological risk SNPs for 

SJS. SJS is characterized by necrosis and shedding of the epider- 

mis, known as the triad of disorders of the vesiculobullous skin, 

orifice mucosa, and eyes, accompanied by severe general symp- 

toms [6]. It was also reported that the HLA-C gene has an import- 

ant role in protecting against cancer and viruses. However, the 

HLA-C gene may also be involved in allograft rejection, the state of 

preeclampsia, and is also present in autoimmune diseases [15]. 

The diagnosis of SJS/TEN is a blistering autoimmune disease. 

which is included in linear IgA dermatosis and paraneoplastic 

pemphigus but is also present in pemphigus vulgaris and bullous 

pemphigoid, acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis, and lat- 

er disseminated drug persistently erupting bullosa and staphylo- 

coccal scalded skin syndrome [16]. 

 

HLA-C gene expression across 16 human tissues 

To evaluate HLA-C gene expression in human tissues, we used the 

GTEx Portal database (http://www.gtexportal.org/), which con- 

tains gene expression levels in various tissues. eQTL annotation 

comprises the most apparent functional consequences of genetic 

variation. Whole blood, spleen, lung, and lymphocyte cells 

demonstrate the highest HLA-C gene expression across the 16 hu- 

man tissues analyzed from GTEx in Fig. 2. Furthermore, we have 

found that the ID SNPs rs2074494 and rs5010528 have similar 

gene expression variation in the Sun-Exposed Skin (Lower Leg). 

SJS is acute and can cause death occurs, therefore this disease is an 

emergency disease on the skin [16]. One Sun-Exposed Skin that is 

often exposed is exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR). In gen- 

eral, exposure to UVR has been reported as a risk factor for SJS 

and TEN [17]. 

 

HLA-C geneexpression in thesun-exposedskin 

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I genes, including HLA-A, 

HLA-B, and HLA-C, have been reported as the loci most strongly 

associated with susceptibility to all types of SJS and TEN, includ- 

ing cold medicine-related (CM-SJS) and TEN with severe ocular 

complications (SOC). Although non-synonymous substitutions 

affecting peptide binding or HLA molecular conformation have 

been considered significant factors in the pathogenesis of immu- 

nological diseases, indeed, different HLA-C expression levels have 

been reported for the different alleles, with higher HLA-C expres- 

sion leading to increased Tc (Trypanosoma cruzi) responses and 

adverse effects in Crohn's disease. It was also reported that genetic 

variation in HLA-A and other autosomal genes has been identified 

as a risk factor for SJS/TEN associated with flu drugs with SOC 

such as CM-SJS or TEN with SOC [18]. 
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Table 2. Stevens-Johnson syndrome variant and risk allele that codes for prioritized SNPs 

 

Variant and risk allele Variants near risk allele (r2 > 0.8) p-value Gencode Allele type 

rs2074494 rs1050276 5 × 10-12
 HLA-C Missense 

rs5010528 rs1050409 8 × 10-8
 HLA-C Missense 

SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; HLA-C, human leukocyte antigen C. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Human leukocyte antigen C (HLA-C) gene expression–associated with Stevens-Johnson syndrome in several human tissues from the 

GTEx Portal. 

 

When individuals with a genetic background containing SJS/ 

TEN with SOC susceptibility factors are infected by some viral or 

microbial infection, they develop abnormal immune responses 

[19]. It is reasonable to presume that there is an interaction be- 

tween HLA multiplication and susceptibility genes such as HLA-A 

and TLR3 [20], HLA-A and REC14-32, and HLA-A and PTGER3 

[21]. Several susceptibility genes for SJS/TEN CM associated 

with SOC may be involved in the formation of functional net- 

works. An imbalance in this gene can trigger the mucocutaneous 

inflammation seen in patients with SJS/TEN associated with CM 

with SOC. SJS/TEN with SOC in the acute stage shows inflam- 

mation of the skin and ocular surface and oral mucosal erosions 

and paronychia [12]. 

 

Relationship between HLA-C gene and eQTLs from the 

GTEx database 

Gene expression of SJS in human tissue was evaluated via the 

GTEx Portal database. This aims to determine the gene expression 

level in various tissues including in the skin tissue. We identified 

genomic variations from HLA-C gene expression using the GWAS 

catalog database and found 74 SNPs. From these analyses, we de- 

termined top 10 SNPs with the highest p-values. We were further 

processed with the variant annotation tool SNPnexus to deter- 

mine the annotation of prioritized SNP variations. After these 

analyses, two statistically significant SNPs were obtained and pri- 

oritized. In this case, we prioritized 2 SNPs at risk for SJS based on 

an analysis of the number of SNPs expanded using HaploReg ver- 

sion 4.1 and a p-value of < 10-8 to determine the functional anno- 

tation of the SNPs. The results of genetic variation are shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 shows the two identified variants (rs2074494 and 

rs5010528) encoded the HLA-C gene in differential tissue expres- 

sion in the human skin. By using the GTEx portal (http://www.gt- 

exportal.org/home/), we further emphasized that the variants of 

rs2074494 and rs5010528 encoded the HLA-C genes were a high- 

er expression in the skin tissue to Table 3 and Fig. 3. 

 

Allele frequencies of SJS candidate variants across 

continents 

Once we identified the candidate HLA-C expression–associated 

variants, we set out to determine the allele frequencies across 

transcontinental populations as shown in Table 4. The allele fre- 
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Table 3. HLA-C eQTL analysis from the GTEx Portal database 
 

SNP ID 
Gencode ID 

(ENSG00000-) 
Gene symbol p-value Effect size Tissue Expression level 

rs2074494 204525.16 HLA-C 7.2 × 10-10
 –0.48 Artery-Tibial CC > CT > TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 13 × 10-6
 –0.50 Muscle-Skeletal CC > CT > TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 15 × 10-6
 –0.78 Brain-Nucleus accumbens (basal ganglia) CC > CT > TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 17 × 10-6
 –0.51 Heart-Left ventricle CC > CT > TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 46 × 10-6
 –0.58 Testis CC > CT > TT 

 204525.16 HLA-C 36 × 10-5
 –0.39 Skin-Sun exposed (lower leg) CC > CT > TT 

rs5010528 204525.16 HLA-C 5.4 × 10-26
 0.56 Adipose-Subcutaneous AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1 × 10-21
 0.41 Whole blood AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.4 × 10-14
 0.51 Adipose-Visceral AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 4.1 × 10-14
 0.49 Lung AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.1 × 10-10
 0.68 Spleen AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 2.1 × 10-9
 0.51 Heart-Atrial appendage AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.7 × 10-8
 0.28 Colon-Transverse AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 9.9 × 10-8
 0.38 Skin-Not sun exposed (suprapublic) AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 5.1 × 10-7
 0.72 Cells-EBV-transformed lymphocytes AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.0 × 10-7
 -0.25 Nerve-Tibial AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 7.7 × 10-7
 0.31 Nerve-Tibial AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1.6 × 10-6
 0.34 Breast-Mammary tissue AA> AG>GG 

 204525.16 HLA-C 1,8 × 10-6
 0.32 Skin-Sun exposed (lower leg) AA> AG>GG 

Source: Expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) obtained from the GTEx Portal. 

HLA-C, human leukocyte antigen C; eQTL, expression quantitative trait loci; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism. 
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Fig. 3. Human leukocyte antigen C (HLA-C) gene expression for each genotype of the single nucleotide polymorphisms: (A) rs2074494 and (B) 

rs5010528. 
 

quencies for both variants were evaluated in different population 

including African, American, East Asian, European, and Southeast 

Asian populations. Samples from each region consisted of 331 in- 

dividuals (Africa), 199 individuals (America), 247 individuals 

(East Asia), and 136 individuals (Southeast Asia). We extracted 

the allele frequencies in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, and 
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Table 4. Analysis of allele frequencies for the HLA-C gene from SNPnexus variant annotation 

 

SNP ID Position (hg38) Gene s Location  Allele    Allele frequency (n)   

Ref  Alt AFR AMR EAS EUR SAS   ymbol  

rs2074494 Chr6:31271956 HLA-C Missense C T T: 0.008 (10) T: 0.099 (69) T: 0.189 (191) T: 0.037 (37) T: 0.040 (39) 

rs5010528 Chr6:31273255 HLA-C Missense A G G: 0.243 (321) G: 0.187 (130) G: 0.056 (56) G: 0.138 (139) G: 0.099 (97) 

HLA-C, human leukocyte antigen C; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; Ref, Reference; Alt, slternate; AFR, Africa; AMR, America; EAS, East Asia; EUR, 

Europe; SAS, Southeast Asia. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Summary of allele frequency analysis on human leukocyte antigen C (HLA-C) gene expression in Africa, America, East Asia, Europe, 

and Southeast Asia. 

 

 

Southeast Asia from the Ensemble Genome Browser (http://www. 

ensembl.org). Allele frequencies across populations differ for each 

HLA-C variant. Table 4 and Fig. 4 show gene expression levels at 

higher frequencies of the rs5010528 associated (G) allele and 

rs2074494 associated (T) allele. At population frequencies of the 

rs5010528 (G) allele, the Asian population (East Asia and South- 

east Asia) is expressed at a much lower level than that from the 

populations of Africa, America, and Europe. 

The allele frequency of the “rs2074494” T allele in the African 

population is expressed at a much lower level than that of the pop- 

ulations of America, Europe, and Southeast Asia. Taken together, 

the allele frequencies of the variants “rs2074494” and “rs5010528” 

indicated the contribution of differential variant prevalence for 

HLA-C gene expression. 

Another study revealed that HLA-S gene which were reported 

to be potential associated in chickenpox disease [22]. In this study, 

we investigated the skin tissue expression of the HLA-C gene, 

which has been linked to SJS and can lead to SCAR infection. No- 

tably, the variants associated with HLA-C expression have not 

been reported for SJS. Basic research on the genetics of SJS and 

TEN to date has focused on HLA, the system associated with the 

presence of specific receptors, cytotoxic proteins, and the part of 

immunocytes during disease pathogenesis [23]. Considering the 

global impact of SJS, examining the distribution of HLA-C variants 
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may be an essential quest that allows further understanding of 

global disease susceptibility. 

The HLA gene encodes several molecules that are crucial to the 

immune system. With that in mind, a strong relationship between 

HLA genes and autoimmune diseases has been demonstrated for 

more than half a century [24]. Findings that most patients with 

carbamazepine-induced SJS and CBZ-SJS/TEN toxic epidermal 

necrolyses have an associated HLA-B*15:02 in an Asian popula- 

tion. In contrast, the association with HLA-A*31:01 was only re- 

ported in Japan and Europe. and has a novel association between 

HLA-A*31:01 and CBZ-SJS/TEN in Indians [25]. The associa- 

tion with various HLA genes can then be analyzed using publicly 

available databases. We used publicly available databases like the 

GTEx Portal, SNPnexus, and Ensembl. We identified genetic vari- 

ants associated with HLA-C expression in skin tissue, the leading 

site of SCAR infection in SJS disease. It has previously been re- 

ported that specific HLA genotypes have been associated with the 

occurrence of severe skin disease due to drug-induced side effects 

(SCARs), which cases are included in SJS/TEN [26]. 

The allele frequencies in all populations differ for each SNP, as 

shown in Fig. 4. In general, it is known that the G and A allele fre- 

quencies for rs2074494 and rs5010528 were also seen to have a 

lower frequency in Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4% and rs5010528, 

14%), Europe (rs2074494, 4% and rs5010528, 16%), and East 

Asia (rs2074494, 19% and rs5010528, 6%), compared with Amer- 

ican (rs2074494, 10% and rs5010528, 24%) and African 

(rs5010528, 24%) populations. In conclusion, by leveraging a bio- 

informatic-based approach it is revealed the pathogenic variants 

that are potentially associated with SJS. We propose that these 

variants could be used for further study to identify the SJS diag- 

nostic biomarker as well as for prognosis. However, we acknowl- 

edged that there are limitations to the bioinformatic-based ap- 

proach used to investigate the genetic variants associated with SJS. 

One of the main limitations is that not all the variants necessarily 

have genes that encode them (i.e., non-coding variants), and even 

if they do, these genes or genetic variants may not be suitable drug 

targets. Nonetheless, clinical validation is recommended as a next 

step to confirm our findings and gain a better understanding of the 

underlying etiology and functional effect of the SJS disease. 

 

Conclusion 

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive bioinformatic analy- 

sis of SJS from genomic databases, revealing differential tissue ex- 

pression of the HLA-C gene across 16 human tissues. Even though 

HLA-C is highly expressed in whole blood, spleen, lung, and lym- 

phocyte cells, the relevant disease variants (rs2074494 and 

 

 

 

 

rs5010528) are differentially expressed in the skin tissue. Overall, 

alleles for rs2074494 and rs5010528 have lower frequencies in 

Southeast Asia (rs2074494, 4% and rs5010528, 14%), Europe 

(rs2074494, 4% and rs5010528, 16%), and East Asia (rs2074494, 

19% and rs5010528, 6%), as compared to the American popula- 

tion (rs2074494, 10% and rs5010528, 24%) and the African 

(rs5010528, 24%) population. 
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